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SITAWI is a nonprofit organization (holding an OSCIP certificate, equivalent 
to 501(c)3 status) with the misson of developing financial services for social 
impact in Brazil (2.1, 2.5, 2.6). We do this by aligning financial products to 
the needs of organizations creating social and environmental impact, and 
by providing corporations, financial institutions, and families with strategic 
advice to incorporate social and environmental factors into their investment 
and resource allocation policies and procedures.

Currently our principal products are social loans, social funds manage-
ment and consulting servises. (2.2)

MISSION
To multiply the number of people benefiting from social and environmental 
initiatives in Brazil by supporting the growth and improvement of projects 
from a range of areas, including income generation, the environment, health, 
culture, and civil rights. (2.7)

VISION
We believe that more capital, more types of capital, greater efficiency in 
its use, and better allocation can transform more lives and the world. Our 
long-term vision is for social and environmental initiatives to have access  
to a complete range of financial solutions tailored to their levels of risk, 
return, and stage in the organization’s life cycle.

VALUES
Through its mission, SITAWI aims to build on its values of innovation, 
discipline, and transparency together with all of its stakeholders. 

SitAwi

aBout tHIS rePort

The summary of results, which is published annually (3.3), is part of SITAWI’s 
policy of transparency with its stakeholders (3.5) and presents the organi-
zation’s prior year results (3.1). It also follows the framework of the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI), Version 3.12 (Level C).

In this fourth summary of results, we continue to add  information from 
the previous report, published in 2012, with reference to data from 
2011 (3.2). All information presented here is taken from SITAWI’s inter-
nal control documents and from data submitted by supported organiza-
tions in Brazil. (3.8, 3.6)

This report is available electronically as a PDF on our website and collates 
the results of SITAWI’s activities in 2012 with respect to its clients, financial 
results and governance. (3.7)
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Dear friends,

SITAWI is changing. Our last annual report already included our new tagline  
“Finance for Good”, and here you can see our new branding. These visual changes  
reflect enhancements to both our positioning  and our operations.  In addition to  
social loans, we have started to manage three social funds for large donors—the  
social fund +Unidos for USAID and its partners, an environment-focused fund for the 
mining company MMX, and a social fund for a philanthropic family.

In 2013, we plan to continue developing ‘social finance’ products, starting with a study 
of the potential for social sector mergers. All our products are aligned with our mission 
to bring more capital, more types of capital, and greater efficiency in its use and allo-
cation to transform more lives and the world.

To date, the funds that our individual and corporate supporters have given us have 
impacted close to 24,000 people through a mix of loans and donations, totaling more 
than R$2 million for the social sector. In 2012, SITAWI provided a loan to Mobile 
Metrix, an innovator in research at the base of the pyramid located in Rio de Janeiro. 
Through the management of social funds for large donors, we invested in Solidarium.net 
and contributed to projects focused on education (+Oportunidades) and the environment 
(Unidos pela Amazônia). On the other hand, we also saw our first case of a loan in default 
and continue to make improvements based on the lessons learned. 

In a change to our internal financing strategy, the social fund management ‘product’ has 
grown in importance and should become our main driver from a sustainability perspec-
tive in the medium term. We are still consuming reserves (R$94,000 in 2012), but have 
an optimistic vision for the near future. (1.1)

Furthering our commitment to strengthening the social sector, in 2012 we carried out 
a survey into organizational management and training in the sector, and published the 
results, which are available online.

In addition, our work gained recognition throughout Brazil in an article on sustainabil-
ity in the magazine Guia Exame de Sustentabilidade, as a finalist in the UBS Visionaris 
Prize, and in a feature on the news channel BandNews, among others. All of this was 
made possible thanks to people like you, who believe in and support our work.

Thank you for being part of this movement.

Leonardo Letelier

LETTER FROM THE CEO
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SOCIAL FUND MANAGEMENT FOR 
LARGE DONORS

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

2011 beyondBanking Award for Socially 
Responsible Investment and Impact Investing

At the end of 2011, we signed an agreement to man-
age our first social fund for large donors. In this social  
finance solution, SITAWI is responsible for the flow of  
resources, such as donations, loans, and other payments, 
to organizations creating social or environmental impact. 
It can include varying levels of strategic advice or support.

Our Social or Environmental Funds work according to 
the following process: 
l The Sponsor allocates capital with a one-time or peri-

odic donation
l The fund can be open to third-party contributions if 

desired 
l The fund’s mandate is defined in terms of governance, 

investment rules, reporting, etc.
l SITAWI begins to execute financial transfers
l SITAWI provides periodic financial and social reports

In February 2012, we inaugurated our first social fund in 
partnership with +Unidos, a joint corporate social respon-
sibility initiative coordinated by USAID Brazil involving 
a group of large American corporations (Boeing, Cargill, 
Citigroup, Cummins, Dow Chemical, GE, HP, IBM, Intel, 
international Paper, KPMG, Microsoft, Motorola Mobility,  
Motorola Solutions, Procter & Gamble, Qualcomm, and 
3M, among others). In May, the fund made its first 
disbursement and by the end of 2012 these totaled 
R$245,000, benefiting two projects:

l +Oportunidades trained 1,500 disadvantaged young 
people from Rio de Janeiro in job readiness skills

l Unidos pela Amazônia aims to preserve biodiversity 
in Eastern Amazonia and trained 272 rural farmers and 
indigenous people during 2012

At the end of 2012, SITAWI signed agreements to manage 
two new funds that together will bring up to R$3 million 
to the Brazilian social sector in the coming years.

The main benefits of SITAWI’s social fund management 
services, versus creating independent structures to allo-
cate philanthropic capital, are greater flexebility and in-
creased ease in transactions and speed, all while main-
taining control and transparency.
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SOCIAL LOANS

SITAWI’s mission is to provide financial support to organ-
izations with a track record of creating social impact. 
We analyze this qualitatively after interested organizations 
identify their activities, results, and outcomes of their work. 
If they are approved, we ask our partners to measure their 
impact quantitatively every six months, using agreed upon 
indicators. (4.15, NGO1, NGO3)

CaSe StuDy – moBIle metrIX
Mobile Metrix is a nonprofit organization founded in 2010 
with the mission to assist the invisible poor by collecting 
data about the population at the base of the pyramid. In 
this way, Mobile Metrix registers those living in excluded 
communities who are not captured in traditional research, 
meaning they often remain forgotten in terms of work, edu-
cation, and healthcare.

Mobile Metrix signed a contract with a consumer goods 
multinational to carry out a survey regarding health and 
hygiene in favelas in Rio de Janeiro and Recife. SITAWI 
provided a bridge loan of R$100,000 to facilitate the proj-
ect’s implementation, while the corporation was processing 
the contract and payment. As a result, Mobile Metrix was 
able to improve the employability of young people in these 
communities and to provide increased visibility of the real 
needs of these areas.

CaSe StuDy – CaSPIeDaDe 
In 2009, SITAWI provided the Centro de Assistência So-
cial Nossa Senhora da Piedade (Caspiedade) with a loan 
of R$150,000 that was fully paid off. Between 2008 and 
2011, Caspiedade’s income grew from R$3.8 million to 
R$13.7 million and in 2010 SITAWI provided a new loan of 
R$300,000, of which only R$50,000 has been paid. As the 
use of funds from government contracts is limited, Caspie-
dade made a series of investments to increase and diversify 
its income. These, however, did not reach the expected re-
sults and increased the organization’s costs.

Today, Caspiedade’s operations have effectively ceased and 
SITAWI’s team does not believe that the outstanding loan will 
be paid. This was our first case of default and has therefore 
led us both to review our internal processes and draw the 
following lessons:

l Social organizations should improve their financial 
management to be able to more accurately predict the 
costs and potential impact of their strategic options

l Funders should gain greater understanding of organizations 
day-to-day activities and their future development plans as a 
complement to financial analysis

l Governments should support organizations carrying 
out social contracts, so that these do not burden the 
organizations, by:
l	Supporting training and allowing access to alterna-

tive and complementary funding sources 
l Increasing the use of models that allow social orga-

nizations to function sustainably, such as Bom Pre-
to - a contract that allowed Caspiedade to provide 
4,800 meals a day without the need for additional 
cash flow
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In 2012, the media gave greater recognition and 
awareness of the theme “Finance for Good” and 
its relevance to society. SITAWI was featured in 
key national and international publications, even 
further supporting our cause.

FEB APR
Launch of the Survey 
of Organizational 
Management and 
Training in the Third 
Sector, coordinated by 
SitAwi

JUN
Participation in Rio 
+20 climate summit

Finalist in the UBS 
Visionaris Awards

Participation in the 
“Sistema B International 
Workshop” in Santiago, 
Chile

JAN

Participation in the Skoll 
World Forum

Award ceremony at 
the Annual Governor’s 
Meeting of the IABD 
for the beyondBanking 
Awards 2011 – Best 
social investment in Latin 
America

mAr

Launch of new 
branding and website

First donations from the 
+Unidos social fund to 
+Oportunidades and 
Unidos pela Amazônia

mAy

HIGHLIGHTS 2012

Strategic Planning
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Five Ways to Navigate  
the Fiscal Crisis
By Daniel Stid  
& Willa Seldon

Connecting  
Heart to Head
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Winter 2012
Volume 10, Number 1

$12.95 U.S. and Canada

Giving 2.0 Getting 
Together  

to Give 
By Laura Arrillaga- 

Andreessen

AUG
Participation in 
the Ande Metrics 
from the Ground 
Up Conference in 
Washington, DC

OCT
Social Business World 
Forum in Rio de Janeiro

Participation in SOCAP 
in San Francisco

Leonardo Letelier 
lectures at Stanford 
University, California

DEC
Social loan disbursed 
to Mobile Metrix

Launch of Social Fund 
Management for a 
philanthropic family

Launch of Social Fund 
Management for MMX

Participation in 
Partnering for Global 
Impact. Lugano, 
Switzerland

JUL

Visit to the New York 
offices of Nonprofit 
Finance Fund to 
benchmark and 
improve internal 
practices

Learning partnership 
with SeaChange 
Capital in New York 
to investigate best 
practices for social 
sector mergers

SEP

Publication of Survey 
of Organizational 
Management and 
Training in the Third 
Sector

Participation in the 
Global Philanthropy 
Forum in São Paulo

Support of the Social 
Entrepreneurship 
Award of the Folha de 
São Paulo

NOV
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NUMBER OF PEOPLE DIRECTLY IMPACTED WOMEN LOW-INCOME ORGANIZATION/
PROJECT

SO
C

IA
L 

LO
A

N

Patients (consultations or immunizations) 15,840 9,505 12,672 CIES

Micro-entrepreneurs (microcredit clients or 
exhibitors) 273 98 132 ICCC, Palmas and Feira 

Preta

Suppliers (artisans from low-income 
communities) 165 154 165 Solidarium ND Tekoha

Employees (jobs created) 20 IDIS

SO
C

IA
L 

FU
N

D

Students (Vocational English course) 1,500 1,200 1,500 + Oportunidades

Amazonia-region inhabitants receiving 
protection from forest fires 2,151 Unidos pela Amazônia

TOTAL 19,949* 10,957 14,469

* This number does not include an estimated 4,000 people served by Caspiedade. Due to the closure of operations, we were unable to collate data using the 
same methodology.

In 2012, SITAWI took an important step in its internal processes by implementing a social impact measurement system 
based, where applicable, on indicators part of the IRIS framework (Impact Reporting & Investment Standards), a social 
impact-metrics framework developed by Acumen Fund, B Lab and Rockefeller Foundation. This new system will enable 
SITAWI to systemically monitor the performance of the organizations it supports.

SOCIAL IMPACT
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OUR NUMBERS

After writting off the loan to Caspiedade, the available 
balance of the loan fund was reduced to R$275,000. 
Of that, SITAWI had R$174,000 in restircted funds for  
social loans and R$101,000 that the AVINA Foundation 
has made available for use in both operating expenses 
and social loans (flex funds).

In addition, SITAWI manages R$2.5 million in funds for large 
donors:

l	r$1.38 million available in the MMX fund
l Up to r$1 million committed by Family C.
l r$111,000 remaining in the +Unidos Fund

social organizations 
supported

12

POSITION OF FUNDS UNDER MANAGEMENT

people impacted

24
2009 2010 2011 2012

2,000

11,000

20,000

24,000

Social Impact – Number of people benefited   

in resources provided to high 
social or environmental impact 

organizations

r$2mm

2009 2010 2011 2012

387

952
1,482

2,084

500

1,584

Amount provided for social or environmental impact

(R
$ 

‘0
00

)

Funds

Loans

Dec. 
2009

Dec. 
2010

559
398

Dec. 
2011

747

2,520

Dec. 
2012

2,493

101

Social Fund Management (R$ ‘000)

-248

Flex Funds

Write-offs

Social Loan Fund

Funds of large donors

174
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PlaNS for tHe future
In the short term, we are exploring the interest of cell-
phone operators to allow donations via SMS in realistic 
commercial terms for social and environmental organiza-
tions, as well as leading a study of social sector mergers 
and other initiatives for organizations to gain scale and 
increase efficiency.

In the medium term, we aim to reinforce the concept of ‘Fi-
nance for Good’ through alliances with organizations that 
have complementary missions, activities or products, such 
as endowment funds. The fundamental idea is to use these 
developments to put SITAWI at the center of challenges 
involving finance and social or environmental impact. In 
some cases, the solution will be “inside” SITAWI; in others, 
with our partners.

GoVerNaNCe
SITAWI is governed by its assembly, which periodically elect 
the Executive Directorship, made up of the Director-President 
(with the role of CEO) responsible for administration and fund-
raising, and a Vice-President, responsible for operations.  
In addition, SITAWI has an advisory board that meets  
biannually to review our strategy and execution. The board 
is open to correspondence or recommendations from 
stakeholders (supporters, clients, employees, suppliers, 
the press, board members, and others). The investment 
committee for the loan fund is made up of the CEO 
and external invitees; funds of large donors have their 
own governance. Finally, we have an Audit Committee, 
elected by the assembly, who is responsible for approv-
ing accounting results. (2.3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, 4.14)

BoarD (4.3)

Cindy Lessa
Consultant and former Director of Synergos Institue and 
Ashoka

Daniela Barone Soares
CEO, Impetus Trust

Enio Stein*
General Manager, PMO - Integration, Vale

Guilherme Affonso Ferreira
Partner, Bahema Participações

Pedro Cordeiro
Partner, TMG Capital 

Tomaz Solberg*
Assessor of Planning and Information Management, FIRJAN

* Also a member of the Audit Committee
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2012 2011 2010 2009
GroSS oPeratING reVeNueS 369 272 325 201

Loans 39 105 109 12

Fund Management for Large Donors 93 0 0 0

Consulting 4 43 170 143

Donations for Operations 233 124 46 46

(-) taXeS 5 23 31 5

Loans 5 20 19 0

Fund Management for Large Donors 0 0 0 0

Consulting 1 4 13 5

Net oPeratING reVeNueS 363 249 294 196

Loans 34 86 90 12

Fund Management for Large Donors 93 0 0 0

Consulting 3 39 157 138

Donations for Operations 233 124 46 46

eXPeNSeS 457 321 297 175

(-) Institutional Development 68 30 51 31

(-) Human Resources 297 244 154 97

(-) Management, Admin and Operations 90 45 91 46

(-) Depreciation and Amortization 2 2 1 1

Net INCome * (eC1) -94 -72 -3 20

2012 2011 2010 2009

CoNtrIButIoNS to fuNDS 2,805 188 161 398

PROFIT/SURPLUS STATEMENT

* The accumulated deficit is covered by available flex funds.
Audited statements of accounts are available on our website.

(r$ ´000)
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M. Zaidan, C. Zyngier

PROVIDERS OF IN-KIND PRODUCTS AND 
SERVICES

2012
D. Cardoso, Heads, M. Figueira, Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, 
Marrey Jr. e Quiroga Advogados, L. Moraes, SugarSync, 
Thomson Reuters Foundation

2011
D. Cardoso, Instituto Pro Bono, Keyassociados, think-cell

2010
Approach, ArteFoco, alôbrasil, D. Cardoso, eSpiral, Instituto 
Pro Bono

2009
Microsoft, Dropbox

COMMUNITY

FUNDS

PARTNERS

INSTITUTIONAL

We would like to thank our supporters and partners for believing in the work of SITAWI.



MULTIPLY YOUR SOCIAL IMPACT

By making a donation to SITAWI, you embrace our cause, 
support our operations, and contribute to the social loan 
fund, which directs resources towards expansion and im-
provement projects in a wide range of areas, such as inco-
me generation, healthcare, culture and the environment.

The social loan is different because with one donation  SITAWI 
is able to support multiple organizations and so to provide  
long-lasting social and financial benefits to society.

Contribute to SITAWI and multiply your social impact!

To donate online, visit:
http://www.globalgiving.org/projects/sitawi-loan-fund-for-
social-enterprises-in-brazil/

For donations above R$10,000, please contact us by phone: 
+55 21 2247-1136

Depending on your jurisdiction, your donation may be tax 
deductible. Please contact our CEO (lletelier@sitawi.net) to 
find out more.
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GRI 3.1: CONTENT INDEX
1.1. Statement from executive Director. 
Pág. 4
2.1 Name of the organization.
Pág. 2 
2.2 Primary activities.
Pág. 2
2.3. operational structure of the organization, including na-
tional offices, sections, branches, field offices, main divisions, 
operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures.  
Pág. 12
2.4 location of organization’s headquarters. 
Rio de Janeiro – Brazil
2.5 Number of countries where the organization operates.  
Pág. 5
2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form. 
Pág. 5
2.7 target audience and affected stakeholders. 
Pág. 2
2.8 Scale of the reporting organization. 
Pequeno porte
2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period regarding 
size, structure, or ownership.  
N/A - No significant changes in 2012
2.10 Awards received in the reporting period. 
N/A
3.1 reporting period. 
Pág. 2
3.2 Date of most recent previous report. 
Pág. 2
3.3 Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.). 
Pág. 2
3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its 
contents. 
Back cover
3.5 Process for defining report content.  
P. 2
3.6 Boundary of the report  
P. 2
3.7 Limitations on the scope or boundary of the report.  
P. 2
3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased 
facilities, outsourced operations, and other entities that can 
significantly affect comparability from period to period and/
or between organizations
P. 2
3.10 explanation of the effect of any re-statements of infor-
mation provided in earlier reports, and the reasons for such 
re-statement. 
NA
3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in 
the scope, boundary, or measurement methods applied in the 
report. 
NA
3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclo-
sures in the report. 
P. 16
4.1 Governance structure of the organization. 
P. 12
4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance 
body is also an executive officer. 
P. 12
4.3 For organizations that have a unitary board structure, 
state the number of members of the and/or non-executive 
members highest governance body that are independent and/
or non-executive members.
P. 12

4.4 Mechanisms for internal stakeholders (e.g., members), 
shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or 
direction to the highest governance body.  
P. 12
4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization.
P. 12
4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders 
with whom to engage. 
P. 6

eCoNomIC PerformaNCe
eC1. Direct economic value
P. 13
EC4. Significant financial assistance received from government.
In 2012, SITAWI did not receive government financial assistance.

eNVIroNmeNtal PerformaNCe
eN4. Indirect energy consumption
SITAWI’s indirect energy is sourced from public utilities. These 
source energy from the Brazilian power grid (approximately 
70% from renewable sources).
SITAWI consumed 2,195 kWh in 2012.

SoCIal PerformaNCe - laBor PraCtICeS aND DeCeNt 
WorK
LA1. Total workforce
In 2012, SITAWI had a workforce of 8 employees: 3 contrac-
tors, 1 salaried worker and 3 volunteers.

SoCIal PerformaNCe - HumaN rIGHtS
HR1. Percentage and total number of significant investment 
agreements and contracts that include clauses incorporating 
human rights concerns, or that have undergone human rights 
screening.
All SITAWI contracts include clauses to ensure our clients re-
spect the human rights of their beneficiaries and workers.

SoCIal PerformaNCe - SoCIety
So3. Percentage of employees trained in organization’s an-
ti-corruption policies and procedures.
All SITAWI workers are trained on the organization’s code of 
conduct. For example, SITAWI does not accept donations from 
tobacco or arms corporations.
SO5. Public policy positions and participation in public poli-
cy development and lobbying.
In 2012, SITAWI participated in no lobbying official forums.
S06. Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to po-
litical parties, politicians, and related institutions by country.
In 2012, SITAWI made no financial services to and received no 
donations from these groups.

SoCIal PerformaNCe - ProDuCt reSPoNSIBIlIty
Pr5. Practices related to customer satisfaction, including re-
sults of surveys measuring customer satisfaction.
SITAWI carries out an informal telephone survey with 100% of 
its clients to measure their satisfaction with its services.
PR6. Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and volun-
tary codes related to marketing communications, including 
advertising, promotion, and sponsorship.
All SITAWI communications respect its stakeholders and ad-
here to Brazilian marketing laws.

 16
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Av. Ataulfo de Paiva, 658 / 401
Leblon - Rio de Janeiro - RJ

22440-033

+55 21 2247-1136
contact@sitawi.net

www.sitawi.net


